Sequence diversity and haplotype associations with phenotypic responses to crowding: GIGANTEA affects fruit set in Arabidopsis thaliana
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Abstract

Identifying the molecular genetic basis of intraspecific variation in quantitative traits promises to provide novel insight into their evolutionary history as well as genetic mechanisms of adaptation. In an attempt to identify genes responsible for natural variation in competitive responses in Arabidopsis thaliana, we examined DNA sequence diversity at seven loci previously identified as members of the phytochrome B signalling network. For one gene, GIGANTEA (GI), we detected significant haplotype structure. To test for GI haplogroup–phenotype associations, we genotyped 161 A. thaliana accessions at GI and censused the same accessions for total fruit set and the expression of three phenotypic traits (days to flowering, petiole length, and inflorescence height) in a greenhouse experiment where plants were grown in crowded and uncrowded environments. We detected a significant association between GI and total fruit set that resulted in a 14% difference in average fruit set among GI haplogroups. Given that fruit set is an important component of fitness in this species and given the magnitude of the effect, the question arises as to how variation at this locus is maintained. Our observation of frequent and significant epistasis between GI and background single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), where the fitness ranking of the GI allele either reverses or does not differ depending on the allele at the interacting SNP, suggests that epistatic selection may actively maintain or at least slow the loss of variation at GI. This result is particularly noteworthy in the light of the ongoing debate regarding the genetic underpinnings of phenotypic evolution and recent observations that epistasis for phenotypic traits and components of fitness is common in A. thaliana.
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Evolutionary biologists have traditionally described the inheritance and evolution of complex traits using purely statistical techniques, without identifying or characterizing the underlying genes (Falconer & Mackay 1997; Lynch & Walsh 1997). Through the use of experimental genetic approaches such as mutant screens and transgenic over-expression, molecular biologists are rapidly characterizing the genes that act in diverse developmental pathways. This rapid and ongoing annotation of developmental loci can be used to formulate a list of candidate loci that contribute to phenotypic variation in natural populations. Of the many genes identified in any given pathway, only a subset is likely to contribute to phenotypic and fitness differences among populations, i.e. only a subset is likely to be affected by phenotypic selection. Analysis of DNA sequence diversity and its association with phenotypic variation provides a means to narrow the field of genes likely to affect the expression of variation in phenotypic traits (Templeton 1995; Olsen et al. 1997; Cardon & Bell 2001; Thornsberry et al. 2001; Stinchcombe et al. 2004). Identification of these genes then allows for further investigation into the evolutionary genetics of quantitative traits, including how selection acts on genes’ underlying complex traits (Fenster et al. 1997; Gillespie & Turelli 1989) and the role of both spatial variation (Levene 1953; Felsenstein 1976; Gillespie et al. 1989) and epistatic interactions in maintaining genetic variation (Shook & Johnson 1999; Leips & Mackay 2000; Wade 2001; Weinig et al. 2003; Kroymann & Mitchell-Olds 2005; Malmberg et al. 2005). Here, we sample Arabidopsis...
*Arabidopsis thaliana* accessions for molecular variation at seven loci involved in plant competitive responses and test for associations between molecular and phenotypic variation.

Plant competitive responses to variation in light quantity and quality are ecologically important quantitative traits that have been the subject of ecological, evolutionary, and molecular genetic investigation. Ecologically, shifts in the ratio of red:far-red (R:FR) wavelengths are reliably associated with neighbour proximity and provide a cue of future competition for light (Smith 1982, 2000; Ballaré et al. 1990; Schmitt & Wulff 1993); in particular, the amount of red light diminishes in crowded stands as chlorophyll absorbs red light but transmits far-red light. Perception of these cues elicits a range of phenotypic responses, including acceleration of flowering, increased petiole elongation, decreased area of leaf blades, elevated leaf angles, and dramatic increases in stem elongation (Smith 1982; Smith & Whitelam 1990).

Experimental investigations in contemporary populations have shown that variation in shade avoidance can significantly affect fitness (Schmitt et al. 1995; Dudley & Schmitt 1996; Weinig 2000). In high-density stands, shade-avoidance responses to R:FR cues often occur in tandem with additional phenotypic responses to increased crowding and competition for above- (e.g. light quantity) and below-ground resources (e.g. nutrients and water); these latter responses may or may not be adaptive and, although further molecular characterization is needed, they are likely regulated by different developmental pathways (Hodge 2004; Malamy 2005).

Although the specific genes underlying intraspecific variation in shade-avoidance responses have not been identified, molecular genetic analyses of *A. thaliana* mutants have identified a set of photoreceptors and downstream signalling molecules involved in sensing and responding to the light environment. *Phytochrome B* is one of five phytochrome genes (*PHYA–PHYE*) present in the *A. thaliana* genome and is the primary photoreceptor involved in sensing neighbour proximity (Aukerman et al. 1997; Whitelam & Devlin 1997; Devlin et al. 1999). Genetic and/or biochemical analyses have identified a large number of genes that are involved in *PHYB*-mediated signalling in *A. thaliana*. These include three genes, *Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase 2* (*NDPK2*) and the bHLH transcription factors *Phytochrome Interacting Factor 3* and 4 (*PIF3* and *PIF4*), which encode proteins that bind directly to the active form of phytochrome (Huq & Quail 2002; Ni et al. 1998, 1999; Soh et al. 1999). A putative transcription factor induced by reduced R:FR has also been identified: *Arabidopsis thaliana Homeobox 2* (*ATHB-2*; Steindler et al. 1999). When we began our studies, *Phytochrome Kinase Substrate 1* (*PKS1*) had been shown to bind to *PHYA* and *PHYB* and is phosphorylated by activated phytochrome (Fankhauser et al. 1999), although it now appears to be more important as a regulator of *PHYA* signalling (Lariguet et al. 2003). Finally, *GIGANTEA* (*GI*) encodes a novel protein that has been implicated as a positive factor in *PHYB* signalling (Huq et al. 2000). The *GI* locus is pleiotropic and affects a variety of phenotypic traits, including photoperiodic induction of flowering (Fowler et al. 1999), starch accumulation (Eimert et al. 1995), diurnal regulation of transpiration (Sothern et al. 2002), and cold and oxidative stress responses (Cao et al. 2005, 2006).

Our primary objective was to test for evidence that any of these seven candidate genes contribute to naturally occurring variation in response to increased crowding or in fitness. To accomplish this objective, we sequenced a small sample of *A. thaliana* accessions with extreme differences in the expression of one shade-avoidance phenotype (hypocotyl elongation) and evaluated sequence diversity and haplotype structure. From this initial screen, significant haplotype structure was detected in one gene (*GIGANTEA*), which we then tested for genotype–phenotype associations using a much larger sample of ecotypic diversity.

### Materials and methods

#### Study system and accession sampling

*Arabidopsis thaliana* (Brassicaceae) originated in Eurasia and is distributed across a wide latitudinal gradient. Of particular relevance to the current study, plants of *A. thaliana* in natural populations are variably crowded by conspecifics. Due to the passive mode of seed dispersal in which seeds drop from dehiscing siliques, a dense seed shadow typically forms around the seed parent; however, the rare seed that falls far from the parent may grow under noncompetitive conditions (Donohue et al. 2005; Weinig et al. 2007). Thus, the natural history of this species is suitable to studying phenotypic responses to crowding and genetic adaptation to competition.

We chose 15 accessions for analysis of sequence diversity at the candidate loci. Thirteen of the 15 were chosen because they exhibited extreme phenotypes in prior surveys of hypocotyl elongation responses to experimental red light environments (Maloof et al. 2001; Botto & Smith 2002). Of ~150 sampled accessions, five accessions (Table 1) showed much lower than average responsiveness of elongation to low R:FR (An-2, Col-0, Di-1, Lr-5–3, Pi-0), while six had much higher than average elongation responses (Bl-6, Bu-2, Ma-2, Pa-2, Et-0, Ki-1) (Botto, Smith 2002). Two accessions (Br-0, Su-0) were chosen because hypocotyl elongation was not suppressed by red wavelengths, suggesting disabling of *PHYB*-mediated signal transduction (Maloof et al. 2001).
PCR-amplified and sequenced portions was extracted from one individual from each of the 15 DNA used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification and the neighbouring up- and downstream loci. Accessions also sequenced at the Arabidopsis Information Resource are shown, as are hypocotyl sensitivity to R:FR and genotype at Gl. Asterisks denote accessions also sequenced at ATBB-2, PHYB, NDPK-2, PIF3, PIF4, and PKS1. We also amplified and sequenced five of these genes from Arabidopsis lyrata ssp. petrae; despite multiple attempts, we were unable to obtain sequences for A. lyrata ssp. petrae PHYB or PKS1. A. lyrata ssp. petrae PCR products, as well as two A. thaliana PCR products (NDPK2 from accessions Di and An-2) were cloned into TA vectors (Promega) prior to sequencing. Singleton sequence variation of cloned products was confirmed by recloning and resequencing samples. All DNA sequences have been submitted to GenBank (Accession nos: PHYB, EF193566–EF193580; PIF3, EF193481–EF193496; PIF4, EF193513–EF193527; NDPK2, EF193497–EF193512; PKS, EF193581–EF193595; Gl, EF193528–EF193549; ATBB2, EF193550–EF193565).

Sequences from each locus were aligned visually using BioEdit version 5.0.9 (Hall 1999). For each locus, we estimated nucleotide diversity using the number of haplotypes (H), the number of segregating sites (S), the average number of segregating sites, θ (Watterson 1975), and the average number of pairwise differences between sequences, π (Nei 1987). S and π were calculated separately on replacement sites as well as on total and silent (synonymous and intron) sites. Deviations from a neutral-equilibrium model were tested using Tajima’s D (Tajima 1989), Fu and Li’s D with and without an outgroup (Fu & Li 1993), and ZnS (Kelly 1997). Confidence intervals around estimates of π, the probability of obtaining the number of sampled haplotypes (H), and the significance of H and ZnS were estimated by running 1000 coalescent simulations of the neutral model. These simulations were conditioned on the number of segregating sites and conducted assuming no recombination. Estimates of polymorphism, Tajima’s D, ZnS, and coalescent simulations were conducted using DNAsp version 3.53 (Rozas et al. 2003).

To assess the phylogenetic relationships among sequences and to test for the presence of distinct haplogroups at each locus, we constructed genealogical phylogenies using both maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood (ML) criteria in PAUP* version 4.0 beta10 (Swofford 2002). The evolutionary model used for maximum-likelihood trees was identified using MODELTEST 3.06 (Posada & Crandall 1998). In all cases, the ML tree was among the most parsimonious trees. Support for the phylogenetic relationships was assessed by bootstraping the data 1000 times. We defined groups of > 3 sequences that had > 80% bootstrap support as being genealogically distinct from the other sampled sequences, and these are referred to as haplogroups. Insertion–deletion polymorphisms were excluded from genealogical reconstructions, as well as the estimates of sequence diversity and tests of neutral evolution described above.

Because we were primarily interested in identifying genes that may contribute to commonly segregating phenotypic variation, we restricted further analyses to the one gene, PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, the remaining two accessions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material). With the exception of PHYB and Gl, these regions contained 50–90% of the coding regions of each gene (see Table S1, Supplementary material).
GI\textsc{GIANTEA}, which segregated distinct haplogroups. A small pilot study (\(n = 20\) accessions) also suggested a significant association between Gl and petiole elongation responses to low R:FR (Brock, Tiffin and Weinig, unpublished data). We extended our analyses of GI sequence polymorphism in two directions. First, to increase the robustness of our phylogenetic analyses and to identify all single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that differentiated the defined haplogroups, we sequenced the entire GI coding region (~5100 bases) and the 60 upstream bases from the original 15 accessions as well as from an additional eight accessions that were sampled by Botto & Smith (2002). Four of these additional accessions were highly responsive (Bs-2, Co-3, Mh-1, Rsch-0) to changes to low R:FR, while the remaining four exhibited low responsiveness (Bch-3, Bla-4, Ll-2, Old-2), according to the criteria described for our initial selection of accessions (see above). Second, we sequenced 500–1500 bases from adjacent up- and downstream loci [polyadenylate-binding protein 3 (PAB3)] located ~6.0 kb upstream from GI start site and pointed first leaf (PFL) located ~550 bases downstream from GI stop codon] to evaluate the extent of linkage disequilibrium (LD) around GI (GenBank Accession nos: PAB3, EF193596–EF193616; PFL, EF193617–EF193637). We tested all pairwise combinations of polymorphic sites for LD across the entire PAB3-GI-PFL region and used a two-tailed Fisher's exact test to determine significance of \(r^2\) (dnasp version 3.53). A Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for multiple comparisons; however, this is a conservative correction and could exclude existing LD. We therefore present LD values that were significant (\(P < 0.05\)) with and without a Bonferroni correction.

From the full-length GI sequence, we identified two replacement polymorphisms that differentiated three haplogroups at GI. We designed one cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) and one derived cleaved amplified polymorphic sequence (dCAPS) assay to genotype 161 accessions at these two polymorphisms (see Table S2, Supplementary material for primer sequences and methods). Because the 161 accessions were primarily European and were sampled from a wide latitudinal distribution (see Table S3, Supplementary material), we tested for a cline in GI haplogroups using a contingency test (Proc FREQ, SAS version 8.02), in which the accessions were binned into four groups across the latitudinal gradient (30–45°, 45–50°, 50–55°, 55–60°). We also used logistic regression to test for a latitudinal cline in GI (results not presented); interpretation of results did not differ between the two methods.

\textit{Phenotypic measurements}\n
We measured fruit production, which is highly correlated with fitness in \textit{A. \textsc{italiana}} (Westerman & Lawrence 1970; Mauricio \textit{et al.} 1997), and three phenotypic traits [days to flower, inflorescence height, and proportion petiole length (petiole length/total leaf length)] in a greenhouse experiment involving each of the 161 accessions that were genotyped at GI. Focal plants were grown in either an uncrowded treatment (one focal plant/pot) or crowded treatment (one focal plant and four neighbours of the same accession/pot evenly spaced 1 cm from the focal plant). Plant responses to increased neighbour density have been demonstrated to be strongly correlated with phytochrome-mediated responses (Donohue & Schmitt 1999); however, genetic pathways influencing below-ground resource acquisition likely play an additional important role that is not evaluated here. Pots were stratified in the dark at 4 °C for 4 days. We distributed one crowded and one uncrowded pot of each accession among eight spatial blocks (2608 total plants). Replicates within each block were randomized among 11 trays, which were rotated weekly within blocks. Plants were grown in Metro-Mix 200 (Scott's-Sierra Horticultural Products) in (6.5 × 6.5 × 8.5 cm) pots under natural light conditions in February–June 2005. Greenhouse temperature was set to 21 °C, and plants were watered weekly.

Focal plants were censused daily for the first open flower. One week after flowering, we collected the longest leaf in the southeast quadrant of each pot. Leaves were digitally scanned, and we measured total leaf length (petiole and blade) and petiole length on the scanned images using \textsc{imagei} software version 1.31 (Wayne Rasband, National Institutes of Health). Following plant senescence, we measured total inflorescence height, and counted the number of fruits produced by each plant.

\textit{Testing genetic architecture and haplogroup–phenotype associations}\n
For each phenotypic trait, we used a mixed-model analysis of variance (\textsc{anova}) to partition variance among the fixed treatment effect and the following random effects: block, accession, and accession \(\times\) treatment (\textsc{proc glm}; SAS Version 8.02). In the analyses of inflorescence height, we included leaf length as a covariate in order to lessen the effects of overall plant size and enable a more direct test of the effects of R:FR on inflorescence elongation. To meet assumptions of \textsc{anova}, we square-root transformed proportion petiole length and fruit set, and inverse-transformed days to flower. Sample sizes were reduced by focal plant mortality and removal of pots in the crowded treatment with only one neighbour, resulting in a final sample size of 1550 focal plants representing all 161 accessions.

To test for significant associations between GI haplogroup and phenotype (fruit production, proportion petiole length, inflorescence height, and days to flower), we first estimated least-square means of each accession by treatment combination from the \textsc{anova} model above. These estimates were then used as the response variable in the following \textsc{anova}: trait = haplogroup + treatment + haplogroup \(\times\)
treatment $+5$ structure covariates + error. The five population structure covariates were included in the model to minimize the potential for spurious associations between $GI$ haplogroup and phenotype (Pritchard et al. 2000b; Cardon & Palmer 2003). These covariates estimate per cent relatedness of an accession to inferred ancestral populations, and were calculated by running STRUCTURE 2.0 simulations (Pritchard et al. 2000a, b) on 115 SNPs assayed from all 161 accessions by Schmid et al. (2005). The structure analyses identified six ancestral populations ($k = 6$ produced the highest estimated log-likelihood value for sampled models $k = 1 - 7$; Korves et al. 2007); however, the sixth population estimate is collinear with the sum of the other ancestries and is therefore excluded from the model. We also evaluated the significance of $GI$ haplogroup–phenotype associations using a mixed-model analysis (TASSEL; 1.9.4; www.maizegenetics.net; Yu et al. 2006) that incorporates a kinship matrix (K-matrix) estimated from the SNP data in addition to the population structure covariates from STRUCTURE 2.0 (Q-matrix). The significant $GI$ associations did not differ between the ANCOVA and TASSEL analyses, and we therefore present only the ANCOVA results.

For the one trait, fruit production, that showed a significant association with $GI$ haplogroup, we also estimated the false positive rate using genome-wide SNP markers (Schmid et al. 2005). A significant $GI$–fruit set association could have any of several sources: (i) a functional or quantitative difference among the $GI$ haplogroups in their effect on fruit set, (ii) LD with a neighbouring locus that causally affects fruit set, or (iii) widespread background LD with a causal locus (loci) resulting from population structure. Determining the frequency of SNPs with significant associations with fruit set not only provides a false positive metric (i.e. an estimate of whether the association is due to chance), but also qualitatively evaluates the hypothesis that the association results from LD between $GI$ and other loci. We evaluated the frequency of SNP–fruit set associations using 84 SNPs where each alternative nucleotide was present at a minimum frequency of 5% in the 161 accessions. The model was identical to the model used to test for $GI$ haplogroup–phenotype associations, with the exception that each of the 84 SNPs was serially substituted for $GI$, i.e. trait = SNP + treatment + SNP × treatment + structure covariate 1 + structure covariate 2 + ... structure covariate 5 + error. If cryptic population structure (not accounted for by the structure covariates) underlies the significant $GI$–fruit set association, then a large proportion of random SNPs would be expected to show associations with fruit set as significant as (or more significant than) the one with $GI$.

**Epistatic selection**

We tested for epistatic interactions that involve $GI$ and contribute to variation in fitness using the following ANCOVA model: fitness = treatment + GI + SNP + GI × SNP interaction + the 5 structure covariates + error (PROC GLM; SAS version 8.02). Because of limited degrees of freedom and the lack of a significant $GI$ × treatment interaction in the initial analyses, we did not include any interaction terms involving treatment. This analysis was carried out using only two of the three $GI$ haplogroups because the third $GI$ haplogroup ($GI_a$) was infrequent (21.5%) and the within-level replication was low (i.e. the sample size was often less than eight for the $GI_a$ × SNP interaction). To minimize imbalance among groups and the effect of phenotypic outliers, we also excluded $GI$ × SNP interactions from the tally of significant epistatic interactions when the within-level frequency was less than eight; a total of 84 SNPs were used in this analysis.

To estimate a false positive rate for epistatic interactions, we randomly selected 50 SNPs from the full set of 84. We evaluated the frequency of significant pairwise interactions between each of these 50 ‘focal’ SNPs and the remaining 83 SNPs. In effect, we ran the preceding model for $GI$ 50 times, and substituted one the 50 ‘focal’ SNPs for $GI$ in each new model. As above, only SNP × SNP interactions with a sample size greater than or equal to eight were included.

**Results**

**Patterns of sequence variation**

We sequenced 500 to > 5000 bases of seven genes from each of 15 accessions of *Arabidopsis thaliana* (a total of ~14 400 bases from each accession) as well as the entire $GI$ gene (> 5000 bases) from an additional eight accessions. The number of haplotypes, segregating sites, and estimates of pairwise differences among sequences at these loci varied considerably (Table 2).

Measures of intraspecific diversity reveal some evidence for deviations from neutral-equilibrium expectations for three genes PIF3, NDKP2, and PHYB. At both PIF3 and PHYB, two distinct alleles were segregating as revealed by significant linkage disequilibrium (LD) that extended across the entire length of PIF3 (> 600 bases, ZnS = 1.0, $P < 0.001$) and nearly the entire length of the sequenced region of PHYB (> 600 bases, ZnS = 0.90, $P < 0.001$). The significant linkage disequilibrium at PIF3 and PHYB may reflect some form of balancing selection or local adaptation. This result for PIF3 is also supported by significantly positive Fu and Li’s $D$ (Table 2). In contrast, Fu and Li’s $D$ is negative for NDKP2 ($D = −2.35$, $P < 0.05$) indicating an excess of rare alleles, which can be characteristic of a selective sweep. However, departures from neutral expectations are common in *A. thaliana* (Hanfestingl et al. 1994; Kawabe et al. 1997; Purugganan & Sudith 1999; Aguade 2001; Nordborg et al. 2005). An excess of rare alleles in NDKP2 could also result from demographic history or population structure.
Table 2  Number of sequences (N), total segregating sites (Sₜ), replacement segregating sites (Sᵣ), total length, the number of haplotypes (H), number of coding sites, diversity at silent (πsilent) and replacement (πrep), Tajima’s D, Fu & Li’s D⁺, Fu & Li’s D⁻, and ZnS values for each of the seven genes sampled

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Sₜ</th>
<th>Sᵣ</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Coding</th>
<th>πsilent</th>
<th>πrep</th>
<th>Tajima’s D</th>
<th>Fu &amp; Li’s D⁺</th>
<th>Fu &amp; Li’s D⁻</th>
<th>ZnS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATHB2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>−0.38</td>
<td>−0.74</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5066</td>
<td>3517</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>−0.24</td>
<td>−0.62</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDKP2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>−1.45</td>
<td>−1.75</td>
<td>−2.35*</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYB</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>−0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.90***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.0029</td>
<td>−0.79</td>
<td>1.54*</td>
<td>1.74*</td>
<td>1.0***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIF4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1053</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKS1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>876</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>−0.75</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAB3</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.57*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1404</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>−0.32</td>
<td>−1.07</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*, **, *** significant by coalescent simulations, P < 0.05, 0.001, respectively.

Similarly, these last two factors could account for the strong LD at PIF3 and PHYB as well as the location of these loci in regions of low recombination.

Despite finding significant LD across the length of PIF3 and PHYB, at only one locus, GI, did we find evidence for common haplogroups. Specifically, at GI we detected three common haplogroups segregating among the sampled accessions (Figure S1, Supplementary material) and differing from one another at an average of 14.2 (14.0–14.5) sites and an average of 4.6 (4.4–5.0) coding sites. There were two fixed replacement sites that differentiated GI_A from GI_B, one fixed replacement that differentiated GI_A from GI_C, and one fixed replacement that differentiated GI_B from GI_C.

Tests of LD across the region including GI and adjacent loci (PAB3 and PFL) reveal strong LD within PAB3. LD between polymorphic sites within GI as well as within PFL was weaker and less common than LD within PAB3 (Fig. 1). The LD matrix also illustrates that strong linkage disequilibrium between GI and PAB3 declines by the fourth polymorphic site of GI and does not include the two replacement polymorphisms used to distinguish the haplogroups (Fig. 1), limiting the potential that significant haplogroup–phenotype associations arise from LD between GI and upstream loci. In contrast, we detected significant LD between the sequenced PFL region and GI, and cannot discount the possibility that phenotypic associations with GI result from LD with PFL or other downstream loci.

We detected no significant change in the frequency of GI haplogroups across latitudes (χ² = 7.28, d.f. = 6, P = 0.30), suggesting that variation at GI does not confer adaptation to selective agents such as climate and season duration that vary across latitudes. The lack of a cline also suggests that the observed GI haplogroup–fruit set association (see below) does not result from linkage disequilibrium between GI and loci under selection for adaptation to latitudinal climate parameters.

Phenotypic variation and genotype–phenotype associations

Both accession and density treatment accounted for significant variation in all traits (Table 3). Relative to plants in the uncrowded treatment, those in the crowded treatment accelerated days to flowering [60.8 ± 0.5 days (mean ± 95% CL) and 60.0 ± 0.5 days, respectively], had greater proportion petiole length (29.2 ± 0.6% and 36.8 ± 0.7%, respectively), and produced shorter inflorescences (32.8 ± 0.4 mm and 26.1 ± 0.5 mm, respectively). Increased plant density also decreased fruit set by an average of 69.1%. We detected significant genetic variation for responsiveness to crowding for proportion petiole length, inflorescence height, and fruit production, as shown by the significant accession × treatment interaction (Table 3).

GI haplogroup was not associated with variation in average number of days to flowering, proportion petiole length, or inflorescence height (all P values > 0.20; Table S4 and Figure S2, Supplementary material), nor did we detect any evidence for significant interactions between GI haplogroup and treatment (all P values > 0.20). By contrast, GI haplogroup explained significant variation in average fruit set (Table 4), even after statistically controlling for population structure. Post-hoc Tukey’s tests indicate that GI_C has significantly higher fruit production in comparison with GI_A (Fig. 2, Tukey’s Test, P = 0.026) and is marginally higher than GI_B (Tukey’s Test, P = 0.065). Haplogroups GI_A and GI_B do not differ significantly from each other (Fig. 2, Tukey’s Test, P = 0.89). Allelic variation at GI explained ∼5% of the total variation in fruit set in the crowded treatment and ∼1.3% of the variation in the uncrowded treatment. Only four of the 84 SNPs had a significant effect on fruit set, indicating a false positive rate of < 5% and the effect of only one of these four SNPs was more significant than the observed effect of GI. If the observed GI-fruit set association was due to cryptic population structure and genome-wide
LD, the rate of significant SNP–fruit set associations should be greater than that predicted by chance alone (5%). Our results support the hypothesis that functional differences among GI alleles, rather than population structure, account for the observed effect of GI on fruit set.

Tests for GI × SNP epistatic interactions on fruit set revealed six of 84 significant interactions (all P values < 0.05). Depending on the SNP marker involved, we detected both reversals in the ranking of GI alleles across SNP backgrounds as well as conditional neutrality of GI rankings (i.e. epistatic interactions where the effect of GI on fruit set is significant in only one of the two possible SNP backgrounds; Fig. 3). Only three of the 50 SNP markers (6%) we tested for epistasis had 6 significant SNP × SNP interactions. Although this false positive rate is slightly greater than that predicted by chance (5%), our results suggest that population ancestry does not account for observed GI × SNP epistasis.

Discussion

Advances in sequencing techniques are facilitating the exploration of molecular diversity as well as identification of loci that contribute to variation in quantitative traits. We sampled genetic diversity in 15 Arabidopsis thaliana accessions at seven genes previously implicated in PHYB-mediated signal transduction as well as diversity in 23 accessions.
at one locus, GI. Only GI showed evidence of haplogroup structure. In a large phenotypic screen, GI haplogroups were not associated with variation in plasticity of days to flowering, proportion petiole length, or inflorescence height to variable density, suggesting that variation at other loci accounts for differences among natural populations of Arabidopsis thaliana in responsiveness to crowding. It is, however, possible that competition among crowded plants for above- and below-ground resources outweighs the phenotypic effects of changes in R:FR in Arabidopsis thaliana. Experimental manipulations of R:FR independent of density might therefore reveal an effect of the sampled loci on shade-avoidance traits, and variation at these loci might contribute to the expression of naturally occurring variation in crowding responses in other species. With regard to fitness, GI haplogroup was significantly associated with fruit set. We also find evidence for epistatic interactions between GI and genetic background that may act to preserve, or at least slow the loss of, haplogroup variation (Leips, Mackay 2000; Wade 2001). These results are consistent with the increasingly frequent observation that epistatic variance contributes to natural variation in quantitative traits, and stress the need to explore the role of epistasis in maintaining diversity.

Molecular diversity

Recent examination of nucleotide diversity across the Arabidopsis thaliana genome suggests that levels of silent pairwise diversity of ~0.7% on average (Yoshida et al. 2003; Nordborg et al. 2005; Schmid et al. 2005). We observe a slightly higher

Table 4 Analysis of covariance in fruit set of 161 Arabidopsis thaliana accessions testing the effects of competition treatment (uncrowded and crowded treatments) and GIGANTEA haplogroup. Five estimates of relatedness to predicted historical populations (spop1, spop2, ... spop5) were included to account for confounding effects of population structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>45.78</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.1225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accession (A)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>18.68</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (T)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>218.58</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>1307.27</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A × T</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.4317</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Results from analysis of (co)variance testing the effect of density treatment (uncrowded and crowded) on fruit set and three phenotypic traits in Arabidopsis thaliana. Leaf length was included in the analysis of inflorescence height (B) to reduce the influence of plant vigor on inflorescence elongation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>185.45</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accession (A)</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>13.34</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (T)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>277.23</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A × T</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Average backtransformed fruit production of Arabidopsis thaliana accessions in three identified GI haplogroups (GI_A N = 45, GI_B N = 34, and GI_C N = 82) that were subjected to uncrowded and crowded treatments in a greenhouse experiment. The GI_C haplogroup produced significantly more fruit than GI_A (P = 0.026) and marginally more than GI_B (P = 0.065); GI_A and GI_B did not differ significantly from each other (P = 0.89). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
average level of silent site diversity (1.3%) in the seven loci we sequenced. The observed range of diversity (0.15 to 2.9%, Table 2) is nevertheless consistent with the range observed in other genes that significantly influence phenotypic traits (Cork & Purugganan 2005). Although the diversity estimates for most loci sampled here fell within the range of previously reported estimates of species-wide diversity in *A. thaliana*, our estimate for PHYB diversity ($\pi_{\text{silent}} = 0.0256$) is considerably higher than that observed by McBreen and Mathews (unpublished data; $\pi_{\text{silent}} = 0.0023$). Our higher estimate appears to be due to the inclusion of two sequences (Bla-6 from Spain and Li-5–3 from Germany) that differ from each of the other 13 sequences at 20 or more sites. Excluding these two diverged sequences resulted in $\pi_{\text{silent}} = 0.0015$, similar to McBreen and Mathews’s estimate. The comparatively high diversity estimate we obtained for PHYB does not appear to be due to our having sequenced accessions with extreme R:FR responses; one of the two accessions responsible for the high diversity estimate (Bla-6) exhibited higher than average responsiveness to low R:FR relative to a large sample of accessions (Botto, Smith 2002), while the other (Li-5–3) exhibited lower than average responsiveness. Rather, the effect these two sequences have on diversity estimates suggests a need for caution when comparing diversity from different samples, especially for species like *A. thaliana* that appear to harbour a high proportion of genes segregating two distinct haplotypes (Aguade 2001).

For one gene, GI, we detected significant haplogroup structure. Because genes that contribute to phenotypic variation in quantitative traits in natural populations are likely to have commonly segregating alleles (Falconer et al. 1997), we focused on GI to test for haplotype–phenotype associations. The three haplogroups we identified at GI are distinguished by two nonsynonymous polymorphisms. The GI$_A$ haplogroup differed from both GI$_B$ and GI$_C$ at amino acid 162 (R vs. S, respectively) and at one fixed silent site. At the second nonsynonymous polymorphism, the B haplogroup differed from both the A and C at four fixed silent sites and a single fixed replacement site (amino acid 672 R vs. G, respectively), which occurs within a nuclear localization region of the protein (Huq et al. 2000). Based on the proximity to a functional region and on the fact that substitution matrices of amino acid biochemical properties (e.g. hydrophilic vs. hydrophobic nature) suggest both replacement polymorphisms may alter protein structure (Henikoff & Henikoff 1992), these sites may be promising for further investigation of SNPs that underlie significant haplotype–phenotype associations.

**Quantitative genetics and haplogroup–phenotype associations**

We detected statistically significant among-accession variation in all of the phenotypic traits we measured, days to flower, proportion petiole length, inflorescence height, and fruit production. We also detected significant effects of density on these four traits; plants experiencing crowding flowered earlier, had longer petioles, shorter inflorescences and reduced fruit set compared to those grown in an uncrowded setting. Accessions also differed in the relative responsiveness of proportion petiole length, inflorescence height, and total fruit set to the density treatments.

Haplogroup at GI was not significantly associated with either the average expression of days to flower, proportion petiole length, or inflorescence height or responsiveness of these traits to density. In contrast, we detected a strong and significant association between GI and total fruit set. Plants harbouring GI$_C$ produced 14% more fruit on average than those with GI$_A$ or GI$_B$, which did not differ significantly from each other (Fig. 2). Although density significantly reduced total fruit set and the accessions differed in the sensitivity of fruit set to density, the association between GI haplogroups and fruit set did not differ across treatments, suggesting that GI explains variation in fruit set across variable density environments in natural populations.

One complicating factor in association mapping is cryptic population structure, which can lead to the identification of spurious candidate gene–trait associations (Pritchard et al. 2000b; Cardon, Palmer 2003); however, two analyses...
suggest population structure is not responsible for the GI effects we detected. First, we applied Tassel and Structure to data at 115 SNPs (Schmid et al. 2005) to estimate population ancestry, and the resulting ancestry estimates were included as covariates in all association analyses (main effect and epistatic) to remove potential biases due to cryptic structure (e.g., Aranzana et al. 2005; Korves et al. 2007). Second, we used the SNPs to establish a false positive threshold (e.g., Thornsberrry et al. 2001; Korves et al. 2007). The latter analyses are useful in estimating the potentially confounding effects of population structure, although they cannot control for the effects of population structure if found. Our analysis of SNP–fruit set associations detected a significant association with fruit set for < 5% of the SNPs, and only one SNP was more significantly associated with fruit set than GI, suggesting the GI–fruit set association was not explained by genome-wide linkage disequilibrium.

Although the association between GI and fruit set does not appear to result from population structure, we cannot exclude the possibility that the apparent effect of GI on fruit set is due to a locus in tight physical linkage. To examine the extent of linkage disequilibrium in the vicinity of GI, we sequenced regions from neighbouring loci and tested for LD between SNPs. We detected strong linkage disequilibrium within the PAB3 locus and to a lesser extent within intragenic regions of GI and PFL (Fig. 1). Pairwise tests of intergenic regions suggest that significant LD between GI and upstream PAB3 is limited to initial ~400 bases of GI; however, the PFL–GI region shows stronger evidence of intergenic linkage disequilibrium (Fig. 1). PFL (pointed first leaf) is one of three copies of ribosomal protein S18 that partially makes up the 40S small ribosomal subunit, and a PFL-null mutant results in reduced plant fresh weight (Van Lijssebet tens et al. 1994), which may in turn affect fruit set. Further downstream of PFL are several other candidates including: a member of the ethylene response factor (ERF) family of transcription factors (~6.6 kb), regions with similarity to mammalian transforming growth factor (TGF) Beta receptors (~15.8 kb), and a region with similarity to Glycosyl Hydrolase family 9 proteins (28.2 kb). In sum, LD falls off quickly between GI and upstream regions; however, the possibility remains that GI is in linkage disequilibrium with a downstream locus responsible for observed fitness differences. Quantitative or transgenic complementation tests will be necessary to conclusively determine whether it is GI or a tightly linked locus that is responsible for the fruit set differences we detected.

If GI is the causal locus, the question arises as to what phenotypic traits account for the observed differences in fruit set among haplogroups. Molecular genetic analyses have characterized multiple functions for GI. This nuclear localized protein is an upstream regulator of CONSTANS and FLOWERING LOCUS T, which influence flowering time primarily under long days (Suarez-Lopez et al. 2001; Tseng et al. 2004). We did not detect a GI–flowering time association, however, suggesting that the GI–fitness association we detected was not mediated through an effect on flowering time. Similarly, the effect of GI haplogroup on hypocotyl elongation (Glb > GIα = GIβ; Maloof, Brock and Weinig unpublished data) differs from our observed GI–fitness pattern (Glb > GIα = GIβ), suggesting the fitness effects are not mediated through seedling growth. The GI protein is also an integral component of the circadian clock; GI mutants differ from wild-type plants in the expression of other circadian-controlled loci (e.g., CIRCADIAN CLOCK ASSOCIATED1), leaf movement, and transpiration (Schaffer et al. 1998; Fowler et al. 1999; Sothern et al. 2002), and GI is a QTL for natural variation in circadian rhythm (Edwards et al. 2005). Because circadian rhythms can affect a plant’s ability to match the timing of biological process (e.g., carbon fixation, transpiration) to critical daily events (e.g., sunrise; Dodd et al. 2005), the effect of GI on fruit set may be mediated by its effects on circadian rhythm. GI has also been shown to influence leaf starch accumulation (Eimert et al. 1995), which could influence plant size and, ultimately, fruit production. It is noteworthy that the effect of GI on starch accumulation is not mediated through its effect on flowering time (Eimert et al. 1995); therefore the absence of GI effect on flowering time does not preclude a role for this locus in regulating other phenotypic traits and fitness. Currently, we are completing additional association studies and quantitative complementation analyses to explore possible GI effects on circadian rhythm and leaf starch accumulation.

Regardless of whether GI or a tightly linked locus accounts for the observed fitness differences among haplogroups, the question arises as to how variation in this region is maintained in populations of A. thaliana. One common hypothesis is that spatial heterogeneity may contribute to the maintenance of genetic variation (Levene 1953; Lively 1986; Gillespie et al. 1989), e.g. that alternative GI haplogroups are most well-adapted to different microsites. We did not detect a significant GI × density treatment interaction, suggesting that variation in plant density does not help maintain variation at GI. Nor did we detect a significant latitudinal cline in GI, suggesting that the GI haplogroups are not differentially adapted to seasonal or climatic conditions that vary with latitude (e.g., day length, winter temperature, etc.). We cannot exclude, however, the possibility that adaptation to other spatially variable factors acts to maintain variation at GI.

Our results do, however, support the role of another mechanism hypothesized to maintain allelic variation, namely epistasis. When genetic backgrounds are mixed by migration among populations, epistasis for fitness can limit the fixation of allelic variants at specific loci, resulting in higher levels of standing variation (Wade 2001). Our analyses of epistasis revealed six significant GI × SNP interactions for fitness. This should be considered a minimum estimate.
of epistasis, because low GI × SNP group size limited comparisons to only 84 SNP markers with only GI_A and GI_C haplogroups. Despite these limitations, the effect of GI haplogroup on fruit set either reversed across SNP backgrounds or was ‘conditionally neutral’ (i.e. allelic substitutions at GI affected fitness only in one of two possible SNP backgrounds; Fig. 3). As a largely selfing species, rare outcrossing events in A. thaliana may bring together favourable combinations of alleles at GI and background loci, which are subsequently maintained by generations of selfing. From an alternative viewpoint, the infrequency of outcrossing may limit the occurrence of GI in backgrounds that result in differences in fruit set and in exposure of this locus to selection. Such epistatic interactions may facilitate the maintenance of variation at GI among natural populations, the level at which molecular polymorphisms are usually assessed in A. thaliana. These findings are particularly interesting in the light of the growing number of studies demonstrating the importance of epistatic variance to quantitative trait variation in A. thaliana (Borevitz et al. 2002; Weinig et al. 2003; Juenger et al. 2005; Malmberg et al. 2005; Korves et al. 2007).
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